The submission, archiving, and presentation of structural variation services offered by the DGVa is transitioning to the [European Variation Archive (EVA)](https://www.ebi.ac.uk/eva/). All of the data shown in the DGVa website is already searchable and browsable from the EVA Study Browser.

We recommend submitters make structural variation data submissions to the EVA. You can contact the [EVA helpdesk](https://www.ebi.ac.uk/eva/?Help) for more information.

You can learn more about the European Variation Archive in this [quick tour](https://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/course/european-variation-archive-quick-tour) and this [webinar](https://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/course/european-variation-archive-embl-ebi-webinar).

**Learning objectives:**

- Understand how to submit genomic structural variation data to DGVa, and how the data can be retrieved
- Know where to find more about the DGVa
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